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vehicle rental software
A comprehensive software program that covers all the administration of running a vehicle hire business
easy to use - uses latest Windows programming techniques

· streamline your business ·
vehicle fleet and maintenance records include full cost analysis

· save on staffing costs ·

customer detailed database
full documentation generation

· improve efficiency ·

seemless integration with leading Accounting software

· help your business grow ·

vehicle rental software

comprehensive reporting features

Comprehensive easy to use entry screens with colour coded
buttons and scrolling pull down options
Book Out, Hirer, Driver, Collection, Hire Details, Charges, Payments
Maintain Agreements
Detailed information recorded for the hire with vehile infor and timed start.
The Hirer information can be obtained either from the systems own customer
database or from a postcode address lookup facility built into the system
Hirer, Driver details, Delivery and Collection screens need completing. The
charges are caluclated against the hire period and payments recorded onto
the system. This will then print out on the agreement with full details for the
customer.
When the vehicle is returned the payment balance received is entered onto
the system and a payment receipt/invoice produced.
Vehicle Records
Full information recorded on each vehicle with hire history and maintenance
recordslinked to accounting system.
You can visibly see on screen how much the vehicle has cost in mainetnance
and how much it has earned you in hire charges and retain a full cost
analysis for the vehicle so reliability etc can be tracked.
A detailed rating structure is applied to the system with rates being broken
down into types and day types and well as Vehicle and Pricing Groups.
Charge units can be any defined criteria.
Invoices
All supplier inoices relating to each vehicle are entered here which then link
autoamtically into a full accounting system. This can run either with the
systems built in Accounts system or your existing Accounts software, Sage
Line 50 or 100 being a prime example.
All this enables you to save time and money in giving you the information you
need by only entering the information into the system one.
Agreement layout
This can be designed to meet your individual requirements. A standard layout
from the system enables your logo to be incorporated

The software is available on an annual licence
option which can be paid over aperiod of 12 months
If youare interested and would like more information
you can call one of our sales advisors

free on 0800 5425150
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